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Alongside renewables

Efficiency-based energy reduction forms one of the key 
levers for climate mitigation targets

3IEA (2019) World Energy Outlook Figure 2.1: Energy-related CO2 emissions and reductions by source in the Sustainable Development Scenario
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Lots and lots of organisations see it as a way of reducing energy use

Everybody loves energy efficiency
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The IEA tells of the many benefits. What’s not to like?

Everybody loves energy efficiency

Source: IEA (2014) Capturing the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency 5



Source: Heun & Brockway (2019), Applied Energy

Highest efficiency gains occur at same time as highest GDP gains..

Ghana-UK paper (2019): efficiency gains could be linked to 
economic growth
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MARCO-UK = UK MAcroeconometric Resource COnsumption model

Ok, lets plug in (thermodynamic) energy efficiency into 
an energy-economy model

Version 1.1: 67 equations and 84 variables: labour, GDP, capital, 
wages, disposable income, unemployment, prices, energy etc

System of stochastic and identity equations estimated 
econometrically as a system of equations

Historical time period: 1971 to 2016

Future time period 2016-2050

Ex-post and ex-ante simulation analysis
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Integrating useful exergy and exergy efficiency into MARCO-UK

High level outline of the MARCO-UK model 
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Source: Sakai et al. (2019)

Efficiency gains explain 25% of UK economic growth

MARCO-UK paper (2019): first time to include final-to-
useful efficiency as part of energy-economy model
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Source: Heun & Brockway (2019), Applied Energy

Could large rebound explain this gap between historical and future decoupling 

Problem: absolute global decoupling has NOT occurred 
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The idea of large energy rebound started with Jevons (1865)

So, large economy-wide rebound may exist as a 
plausible explanation for why energy-GDP is coupled 
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.. it is wholly a confusion of ideas to suppose that the economical 
use of fuel is equivalent to a diminished consumption. The very 
contrary is the truth…

the reduction of the consumption of coal, per ton of iron, to less 
than one third of its former amount, has been followed by a 
tenfold increase in total consumption, not to speak of the indirect 
effect of cheap iron in accelerating other coal consuming branches 
of industry. Jevons (1865)



Insight 1 – Growing  evidence that total energy rebound is larger than we think >50%

Energy rebound effects are larger-than-supposed, and 
may explain the lack of decoupling

13Source: Brockway et al. (2021)

CGE studies (21 NO.)
As a crude indicator, the mean (median), baseline
estimate of economy-wide rebound effects from the 21 
studies is 58% (55%) – with a mean of 65% (60%) from the 
14 producer studies and 55% (50%) from the 7 consumer 
studies.

..the evidence from CGE studies broadly suggests that 
economy-wide rebound effects may erode more than
half of the energy savings from improved energy efficiency.

Other studies (12 NO.)
As a crude indicator, the mean estimate of economy-wide 
rebound effects from the 12 studies is 71% – with a mean of 62% 
from the macroeconomic models, 104% from the econometric 
studies, and 46% from the growth accounting studies. 

… the results broadly reinforce the conclusion from the review of 
CGE studies, namely that economy-wide rebound effects may 
erode more than half of the energy savings from improved 
energy efficiency



Insight 2 - Energy rebound is only partly included in global models

Meanwhile…a lack of energy rebound in energy models 
could explain future absolute decoupling projections

14Source: Brockway et al. (2021)



We see increases in final energy rather than decreases.. And significant backfire!

Exergy Economics Insight 3: f-u efficiency gains have 
associated large rebound effects

Source: Aramendia et al. (2021)
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Source: Brockway PE, Saunders H, Heun 
MK, et al. (2017) 
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Summary / implications
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1. Energy efficiency (final-to-useful) gains: driving economic growth

2. Energy rebound: ‘large rebound’ evidence is gaining ground, but lack of 
energy-economy links in key global energy models remains an Achilles 
Heel

3. Implications: 

• We can do lots of work in this space

• Mainstream models are ‘green growth’ engines

• Post-growth / other futures needed 
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